
 

 

Cat Overstimulation 
Cat overstimulation, often referred to as "petting aggression" or "overstimulation aggression," 
occurs when a cat becomes overly excited or agitated during petting or other forms of physical 
contact, leading to biting or scratching. Understanding their triggers and how to manage 
overstimulation can keep your cat comfortable and the humans safe from bites. Here's how to 
deal with a cat who gets overstimulated: 
 
Recognize Warning Signs: Cats typically give subtle cues before they become overstimulated. 
These signs may include an increased tail flicking, dilated pupils, flattened ears, or a twitching 
tail. Learn to recognize these signals to prevent overstimulation. 
 
Limit Petting Time: Pay attention to how long your cat can tolerate petting before showing signs 
of overstimulation. Limit the duration of petting sessions to avoid pushing your cat past their 
comfort zone. For cats who get overstimulated quickly, restrict yourself to only a few brief pets 
and then stop to limit them getting over threshold.  
 
Focus on Preferred Areas: Some cats have specific areas they enjoy being petted, such as the 
head or chin. Stick to these areas and avoid sensitive spots like the belly or tail, which may trigger 
overstimulation. 
 
Gentle Touch: Use gentle and slow strokes during petting. Avoid fast, rough, or heavy-handed 
petting, which can be overstimulating. 
 
Pause and Observe: Periodically pause during petting to gauge your cat's comfort level. If they 
show signs of agitation, stop petting and give them space to calm down. 
 
Interactive Play: If your cat becomes overstimulated, redirect their energy into interactive play 
using toys. This can help release their pent-up energy in a more appropriate way. 
 
Consistency: Be consistent in your approach to petting and handling. Cats thrive on routines, and 
knowing what to expect can reduce anxiety and overstimulation. 
 
Consult a Veterinarian: If your cat's overstimulation behavior is severe or seems to be escalating, 
consult with a veterinarian to rule out any underlying medical issues. In some cases, 
overstimulation can be a sign of discomfort or pain. 
 
Consult a Professional: If overstimulation continues to be a problem, consider consulting with a 
professional animal behaviorist or a certified cat behavior consultant for personalized guidance 
and training. 


